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GENERATION OF NEUTRONS AT THE RELAXATIONOF FAST DEUTERONS IN DEUTERIUM MATTERV. P. Krainov *Mosow Institute of Physis and Tehnology141700, Dolgoprudny, Mosow Region, RussiaB. M. Smirnov **Institute for High Temperature, Russian Aademy of Sienes127412, Mosow, RussiaReeived Deember 29, 2006We analyze the fusion proess involving two deuterium nulei in the ase of deeleration of a fast deuteronwith the energy of approximately 100 keV loated in a deuterium target. We alulate the probability wfus(")to generate a neutron by a fast deuteron with an initial kineti energy " during its deeleration. The meanfree path of fast deuterons with respet to their relaxation is found for various deuterium targets. The dataare analyzed for neutron generation in deuterium luster beams at laser irradiation. The method of neutrongeneration at the ollision of two deuterium luster beams is suggested.PACS: 52.50.Jm, 52.27.Ny, 52.25.Tx1. INTRODUCTIONIn a fusion reator, formation of neutrons as a resultof interation between deuterium or tritium nulei pro-eeds in a stationary regime, when these nulei an beloated in a plasma for a su�iently long time. Then atest nuleon, exhanging energy with other ones, may�nally partake in the fusion reation. Then the Law-son riterion is ful�lled, and the probability for the testdeuteron to reat exeeds the one during its loation inthe thermonulear plasma.Di�erent onditions our when fast nulei formedas a result of a pulsed exitation of a thermonulearmatter an reat in the ourse of their braking. Be-ause the relaxation rate for fast nulei is higher thanthe rate of the thermonulear reation, the probabilityfor fast nulei to partake in the thermonulear rea-tion is small and the Lawson riterion is not ful�lled.It is therefore impossible to onstrut a thermonulearreator in the framework of this sheme. Neverthe-less, a pulse method of formation of fast nulei anbe a basis for a neutron generator. This method was*E-mail: krainov�online.ru**E-mail: smirnov�oivtran.iitp.ru

used in experiments with femtoseond laser exitationof deuterium nulei that are subsequently deeleratedin a deuterium-ontaining target (�lms, liquid drops,lusters) and ause a fusion reation with a neutronreleased (see, e.g., [1�5℄). The �rst stage of laser ex-itation is the formation of fast deuterium ions, whihsubsequently ollide with slow deuterons or deuterium-ontaining moleules. Below, we analyze peuliaritiesof this sheme of neutron generation as a result of relax-ation of fast deuterium nulei in a deuterium-ontainingmatter.In the analysis of this sheme, we restrit ourselvesto the ase of deuterium, beause tritium radioativityleads to additional requirements that ompliate thegeneral sheme. In this sheme, neutrons an be pro-dued in the fusion reationd+ d! 3He(0:82 MeV) + n (2:45 MeV); (1)where fast deuterium nulei (deuterons) have energiesof several tens of keV. The deuterium target may be inthe form of a solid deuterium foil, deuterium lustersor a deuterium gas, and a fast deuterium beam onsistsof individual deuterons or deuterium lusters.In onsidering propagation of fast deuterons ordeuterium lusters through a dense deuterium target,634



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 132, âûï. 3 (9), 2007 Generation of neutrons at the relaxation of fast deuterons : : :we have two mehanisms desribing relaxation of fastdeuterons: by exitation of eletrons in this matter andby elasti sattering on nulei. A typial exitation en-ergy in the �rst mehanism is of the order of 10 eV pereletron (a typial atomi energy); we neglet the ele-tron mehanism of the energy loss for fast nulei whenthe kineti energy of deuterons is tens of keV. Thus,deeleration of fast deuterons in a deuterium matterresults in the Coulomb sattering of fast deuterons onslow deuterium moleules. We note that our onsid-eration is restrited to only a pure deuterium matter.We also neglet the Coulomb deay of a deuteron intoa proton and a neutron beause of the large bindingenergy of a deuteron (2:24 MeV).In this paper, we are also guided by laser exitationof deuterium luster beams beause of numerous exper-imental studies of this proess during the last deade.2. GENERAL PECULIARITIES OF THERELAXATION OF FAST DEUTERONS INDEUTERIUM TARGETSWe analyze the stopping of fast deuterons in adeuterium matter and derive the probability wfusthat they take part in fusion reation (1) during thedeuteron deeleration. This probability is given bywfus = "Z0 Niv�fus d"d"=dt ; (2)where d"=dt is the stopping rate (reation (1) is weakand does not make a ontribution to the stopping rate),Ni is the number density of target nulei, �fus is thefusion ross setion of reation (1), and v is the veloityof the fast deuteron.Beause the energy of a fast deuteron signi�antlyexeeds a typial atomi energy, a signi�ant satter-ing ours when the distane between atomi partilesis small ompared with the Bohr radius a0. Hene, thepair ollisions our via the Coulomb interation be-tween olliding partiles. In this ase, the ross setionof sattering with the loss of energy �" by the fastdeuteron is given by the Rutherford formula [6℄d� = �Z21Z22e4"(�")2 d�"; (3)where " is the kineti energy of the fast deuteron andZ1 and Z2 are harge multipliities of the olliding nu-lei. From this expression, we obtain the fast deuteronbraking rate [7℄ taking the deuteron harge multipliity

to be Z1 = 1 and the harge of a sattered nuleus tobe Z2 = Z:d"dt = Z ("� "0)Nivd�("! "0) = Niv�Z2e4" �� Z d�"�" = Niv�Z2e4" ln��"max�"min � ; (4)where " and "0 are energies of the fast deuteron beforeand after the ollision, and the energy loss�" = "�"0 issmall ompared with the deuteron energy ". Evidently,by an order of magnitude, the maximum energy loss is�"max � ", and the minimum energy loss orrespondsto the impat parameter of the order of the atomi sizea0 for a dense deuterium target. Then the minimumenergy hange is �"min � Z2e4a20" :In partiular, for the deuteron energy " = 100 keV, theminimum energy loss at the sattering on a bound nu-leus is "min � 3 � 10�4 eV. Correspondingly, Eq. (4)redues to the form [7℄d"dt = 2Niv�Z2e4" ln �; (5)where we de�ne the Coulomb logarithmln � = 2 ln� "a0Ze2� :In partiular, for " = 100 keV, we obtain ln � � 15.This value of the Coulomb logarithm is used in thesubsequent derivations.Substituting Eq. (5) in Eq. (2) and taking Z1 = 1,we �nd the probability of neutron generation in theourse of braking of an individual deuteron with theinitial energy "0:wfus("0) = "0Z0 �fus(")"d"�Z2e4 ln � : (6)Here, Z is the average harge multipliity of target ions.Assuming the fusion ross setion �fus to be stronglydependent on the fast deuteron energy ", we an sim-plify Eq. (6) towfus = �fus(")"�"2�Z2e4 ln � ; �" = �d ln�fusd" ��1 : (7)Guided by the ollision energies ranging from 20 keVto 200 keV for a fast deuteron, we use the data in [8℄for the fusion ross setion �fus("). The measured ross635



V. P. Krainov, B. M. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 132, âûï. 3 (9), 2007setions of reation (1) are approximated by the follow-ing formula in the range under onsideration with theauray of 10% [8℄:�fus = 1:074 � 105 + 330"� 0:0635"2" �� exp��44:4p" � ; (8)where the fusion ross setion �fus is expressed inmbarn (10�27 m2) and the energy of the fast deuteronin the laboratory frame of referene is given in keV.Table 1 ontains the values wfus(") of the prob-ability for a fast deuteron to take part in the fusionreation in the ourse of its stopping in ollisions withslow deuterons, in aordane with Eq. (7). Beausethe ross setion of elasti sattering is large in om-parison with the fusion ross setion, this probability issmall in the energy range under onsideration, i.e., theLawson riterion is not ful�lled in this ase. Next, theprobability wfus(") is approximated by the dependenewfus(") = C exp��r"0" � ; (9)where C = 0:18 and "0 = 7:00 MeV in the range" = 20�200 keV.It is important that the fusion probability wfus(")is independent of the target density beause the stop-ping rate and the fusion rate have similar dependeneson the target density. Nevertheless, we assume that thetarget thikness is su�ient for braking a fast deuteron.The braking is the result of elasti sattering on nulei;therefore, the same dependene of the fusion probabil-ity on the initial deuteron energy " applies for di�erentdeuterium-ontaining targets. Beause the Coulomblogarithm is approximately the same for di�erent tar-gets, it follows from Eq. (6) thatwfus(") � 1Z2 ;where Z is the e�etive harge multipliity of targetnulei. This quantity is given byZ2 = 1nD Xi niZ2i ; (10)where ni is the number density of atoms of the ithomponent in the target moleule and Zi is the hargemultipliity of the orresponding nuleus. In partiu-lar, we have Z2 = 1 for the deuterium target, Z2 = 10for the CD4 target, and Z2 = 33 for the D2O target.Figure 1 ontains the values of wfus(") in aor-dane with Eqs. (6), (8), and (10) when a fast deuteron
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Fig. 1. The probability (Eq. (6)) of neutron generationfor a fast deuteron braked in a deuterium-ontainingtarget as a funtion of the initial deuteron energy.Squares � D2, irles � CD4, triangles � D2O, solidurve � approximation in Eq. (9)is braked in di�erent targets. In the ase of a deuteriumtarget, this result is in agreement with Eq. (9); the lat-ter is better at high deuteron energies.The tail of the distribution funtion of fastdeuterons an be approximated by the Maxwelldistribution funtionf(") = 2�1=2T 3=2 "1=2 exp�� "T � ; (11)where T is the temperature (in energy units). Inthis ase, it is onvenient to introdue the probabilitywfus(T ) as wfus(T ) = 1Z0 wfus(")f(")d": (12)Table 2 ontains the values of wfus(T ) in the appropri-ate temperature range.3. BRAKING OF DEUTERONS INDEUTERIUM-CONTAINING MATTERAlong with the fusion reation rate, the mean freepath of a fast deuteron is of great importane. Themean free path � of a fast deuteron with respet to itsstopping follows from Eq. (4); it is given byNi� = "232�Z2e4 ln � ; (13)where " is the initial deuteron energy and Ni is thenumber density of target deuterons. The mean free636



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 132, âûï. 3 (9), 2007 Generation of neutrons at the relaxation of fast deuterons : : :Table 1. Data of the fusion reation for a fast deuteron during its stopping in ollisions with slow deuterons"; keV wfus(") Ni�, 1021 m�2 Ni�fus, 1021 m�2 �s, mm20 1:8 � 10�8 0.20 0.035 0.04540 8:9 � 10�7 0.82 0.18 0.1860 5:8 � 10�6 1.8 0.48 0.4080 1:9 � 10�5 3.3 0.94 0.72100 4:5 � 10�5 5.1 1.6 1.1120 8:8 � 10�5 7.4 2.4 1.6140 1:5 � 10�4 10 3.4 2.2160 2:4 � 10�4 13 4.7 2.8180 3:4 � 10�4 17 6.1 3.6200 4:8 � 10�4 20 7.8 4.5path �fus that is responsible for the fusion reationis less than �, i.e., than the total mean free path inEq. (13) with respet to the deuteron stopping; it isgiven by Ni�fus = "0Z0 "wfus(")d"�Z2e4wfus("0) ln� : (14)In partiular, assuming a strong dependenewfus("), we an simplify Eq. (14) to�fus = �2�""0 : (15)Table 1 ontains the redued values of the parameters� and �fus. It an be seen that these values are om-parable.We now determine the parameters of a solid tar-get, thin foils or solid lusters. We take the densitiesof deuterium-ontaining ompounds in [9; 10℄. Table 3ontain these parameters: � is the mass density of asolid, N is the number density of ompound moleules,andND is the number density of deuterium atoms. Themean free path of deuterons �s for a deuterium targetderived in aordane with these data is given in Ta-ble 1.We an see a weak braking of deuterons in adeuterium-ontaining target. This is the result of theweak Coulomb sattering of fast deuterons on targetnulei. In addition, another mehanism of deuteronbraking operates at the exitation of the eletron sub-system of the target [11; 12℄. This mehanism is absentat strong exitation of the target, in partiular, at thefast ionization of the target by a luster beam. In thisase, the total ionization of target atoms requires small

Table 2. The probability wfus(T ) in the ase of theMaxwell distribution of fast deuterons braked in theindiated targetsT , keV D2 CD4 D2O5 2:5 � 10�9 2:5 � 10�10 7:6 � 10�1110 1:3 � 10�7 1:3 � 10�8 3:9 � 10�915 9:4 � 10�7 9:4 � 10�8 2:9 � 10�820 3:3 � 10�6 3:3 � 10�6 1:0 � 10�730 1:6 � 10�5 1:6 � 10�6 4:8 � 10�740 4:2 � 10�5 4:2 � 10�6 1:3 � 10�650 8:4 � 10�5 8:4 � 10�6 2:5 � 10�660 1:4 � 10�4 1:4 � 10�5 4:3 � 10�6
Table 3. Parameters of solid deuterium-ontainingompoundsCompound D2 CD4 D2O�, g/m3 0.15 0.53 1.1N , 1022 m�3 2.3 1.6 3.3ND, 1022 m�3 4.6 6.4 6.7

energy ompared to that obtained in the Coulomb sat-tering. Thus, we assume a weak exitation for the ini-tially nonexited target.637



V. P. Krainov, B. M. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 132, âûï. 3 (9), 20074. FUSION AT THE LASER EXCITATION OF ADEUTERIUM CLUSTER BEAMIn the experiments in [2�4; 13�15℄, neutrons are gen-erated exitation of a deuterium luster beam by a fem-toseond foused laser beam. This gives a ompatsoure of neutrons and also allows analyzing the pro-esses of neutron prodution. The general onept ofthis proess given in [16�19℄ is used. At the exitationof a luster beam, lusters absorb laser radiation andobtain large enough internal energy. As a result, ele-trons of deuterium moleules are ionized, and eletronsare kept during a ertain time inside the luster underthe ation of a self-onsistent internal �eld. The ele-trons leaving the luster reate a high eletri potentialof the luster, whih leads to the Coulomb explosion ofthe luster. Flying ions gain a high energy due to theeletri luster potential. This energy determines thepossibility of neutron generation after deomposition oflusters when a uniform hot plasma is formed.Prodution of fast deuterons in this proess dependson both the laser radiation power and the luster size.These parameters a�et penetration of the laser signalinside the luster and together with the pulse durationdetermine the energy obtained by one deuteron. Weanalyze the proesses of neutron generation from thisstandpoint. On the basis of the above estimates, we�nd a typial ion energy in experiments. We know thenumber of deuterons in lusters in an exited lusterbeam; the number of produed neutrons is also mea-sured in experiments. The ratio of these values givesthe probability wfus. Beause it depends strongly onthe initial deuteron energy ", we an determine thedeuteron energy for a given experiment. Some resultsof this analysis are given in Table 4. The lusters on-sist of deuterium moleules D2 or of moleules CD4, Jis the intensity of a laser pulse, E is the pulse energy, � is the pulse duration, n is the number of produedneutrons per laser pulse, and " is a typial deuteronenergy that orresponds to Eq. (6) for the e�ieny ofthe fusion reation.The main proess at the neutron generation is theouter ionization of lusters. The Coulomb explosionof harged lusters results in a high kineti energy ofthe deuterons that is used in the subsequent fusion re-ation. The same proess an also be realized at ir-radiation of deuterium solid targets by a laser pulse.Aording to experiments, the neutron yield is higherin this last ase. At the irradiation of arbon�deuterontargets, more than 107 neutrons per laser pulse weremeasured [17; 23℄. This is explained by the possibilityof using long (pioseond) laser pulses for the irradia-tion.
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Fig. 2. The sheme of generation of neutrons basedon a beam of deuterium lusters: 1 � ontainer withgaseous deuterium for generation of luster beams; 2�wide beam of slow deuterium lusters; 3 � narrowbeam of deuterium lusters; 4 � eletron beam forionization of deuterium lusters; 5 � olletor of ele-trons; 6 � a weak eletri �eld for deviation of hargedlusters; 7 � beam of harged lusters; 8 � skimmer;9 � a gap for aeleration of harged lusters; 10 �the soure of a pulsed strong eletri �eld; 11 � a-elerated beam of harged lusters; 12 � the region offusion reation where aelerated lusters ollide withslow lustersOf ourse, the onsidered model of proesses in lus-ter plasmas is very rude. In partiular, the observedanisotropy of the angular distributions of produedneutrons an be explained by some olletive phenom-ena at the aeleration of deuterons.5. NEUTRON GENERATION IN COLLISIONSOF DEUTERIUM CLUSTER BEAMSAmong other methods of neutron generation, weseparately onsider neutron generation as a result ofollision of two deuterium beams. Figure 2 demon-strates the sheme of neutron generation due to olli-sions between fast deuterium luster beams. A lusterbeam is here formed by the standard method of freejet expansion of gaseous deuterium. Thus, two lusterbeams are produed, a narrow and a broad one, andthe latter used as a target. The narrow luster beamis interseted by a beam of eletrons with the appro-priate eletron energies, whih leads to ionization ofsome lusters. As a result, the luster beam ontainsneutral lusters, harged lusters, and free eletrons.Eletrons are partly gathered by a olletor; positive-harged lusters then aquire a transverse momentumafter passing a region with an eletri �eld. Hene, theymove at some angle with respet to the initial lusterbeam. These lusters are separated by a skimmer fromthe basi luster beam. Then they are aelerated by astrong eletri �eld. We note that the intensity of this638



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 132, âûï. 3 (9), 2007 Generation of neutrons at the relaxation of fast deuterons : : :Table 4. Parameters of laser fusion for a target onsisting of a luster beam and for a laser wavelength about 0:8 �mTarget E, J J , W/m2 � , fs n ", keV RefereneD2 0:12 2 � 1016 35 1 � 104 2:5 [2℄D2 10 2 � 1020 100 2 � 106 15 [20℄CD4 0:8 2 � 1017 35 7 � 103 2 [4℄CD4 2:5 4 � 1019 100 1 � 105 10 [21℄D2O 0:6 1:2 � 1020 35 6 � 103 25 [22℄seondary luster beam is approximately 10�4 timesthe intensity of the basi luster beam.We estimate some parameters in this approah. Thekineti energy of the fast harged lusters is taken tobe 60 keV per deuteron, whih orresponds to the lus-ter speed vd = 2:4 � 108 m/s. Slow lusters move withthe speed of sound of approximately 105 m/s. Guidedby the modern soures of eletri �elds [24℄, we hoosethe eletri �eld strength in the gap as E = 106 V/m.The time of luster aeleration is t � 20 ns, whih isin agreement with parameters of pulse soures [24℄. Ofourse, the power of the generated eletri signals isrelatively small.This beam intersets a broad dense luster beam,suh that ollisions of fast harged lusters lead par-tially to fusion reation (1). Although the probabilityof the fusion reation for a test fast deuteron in theproess of its deeleration is small, a ertain number ofneutrons are nevertheless generated in eah pulse. Theneutron yield for this sheme is analyzed below.In aordane with experiments [17℄, the averagenumber of deuterium atoms in the luster is n = 3 �104and the average number density of deuterium atoms inthe luster beam is 3 � 1019 m�3.Eah deuteron aquires the kineti energy around60 keV in the beam of positive-harged lusters. Thehigh voltage U = 3 MV is divided between approx-imately 50 deuterons, i.e., eah luster ontains 50deuterium atoms (or 25 deuterium moleules). Suha small number of atoms may be attained by asmall nozzle size and by preliminary deuterium expan-sion [25; 26℄.We now determine the number density of the ael-erated harged lusters inside the gap. This quantitymust be hosen from the ondition that the externaleletri �eld be able to separate harged lusters fromfree eletrons. Using the Poisson equation for the num-ber density of elementary harges inside the gap, we

�nd Ni = E2�eL;where E = 106 V/m is the eletri �eld strength in-side the gap. We obtain Ni � 2 � 1011 m�3, andthe number density of the aelerated deuterons isNd � 1 � 1013 m�3. We note that a derease in thegap size leads to an inrease in the limiting hargedensity but reserves the limiting number density ofdeuterons. Taking the separation L = 1 mm betweenthe gap plates, we �nd the total number of aelerateddeuterons n � 1012 (their weight is of the order of 0:3ng). Aeleration of these deuterons requires the en-ergy 3 mJ; hene, the power of the eletri pulse mustbe approximately 200 kW.When fast deuterium lusters ollide with slow lus-ters, moleules of fast lusters penetrate into slow lus-ters. Beause sattering of olliding deuterons proeedsat small distanes between them in omparison withdistanes between neighboring deuterons in the lus-ter, this sattering is determined by pair ollisions. Afast deuteron is deelerated in elasti ollisions withslow deuterons, and the ross setion for fusion rea-tion (1) dereases. We determine the probability wfusfor a fast deuteron to take part in fusion reation (1)in the proess of its deeleration. Aording to [8℄, theross setion �fus depends sharply on the energy ": Theross setion for elasti sattering between fast and slowdeuterons is determined by Eq. (2). In partiular, us-ing the data for fusion ross setions in Ref. [8℄, we useEq. (4) to �nd " = 60 keV for the luster kineti en-ergy per deuteron (or E = 30 keV in the enter-of-massframe) and wfus = 1 � 10�6 per fast deuteron. In thisase, �fus(") = 6:9 � 10�27 m2and d ln�fusd" = 2:1:639



V. P. Krainov, B. M. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 132, âûï. 3 (9), 2007If the kineti energy is " = 100 keV, we similarly obtainwfus = 1 � 10�5; �fus(") = 1:65 � 10�26 m2;d ln�fusd" = 1:5:Therefore, the Lawson riterion is not ful�lled in theframework of this sheme of neutron generation.These values lead to a number of generated neu-trons 106 at the fast deuteron energy " = 60 keV.This is an overstated value beause we assume thatthe time of luster aeleration exeeds the time dur-ing whih the eletri �eld is swithed on, whereas thesevalues are omparable in pratie. Next, the mean freepath of fast deuterons in a dense luster beam is about5 m if the typial total number density of deuteriummoleules in the luster beam is 3 � 1019 m�3. Weonsider deeleration of fast deuterons as a result oftheir random ollisions with slow deuterium moleules.A fast deuteron is braking on this length, and henethe probability that it takes part in a fusion reationdereases signi�antly. But the mean free path of fastdeuterons is less in pratie beause they are joinedinto lusters and ollide with slow lusters. In parti-ular, if the typial number of deuterons in the lusteris nd = 3 � 104, the mean free path of fast lusters withrespet to their ollisions with slow lusters is approxi-mately 10�3 m. Inlusion of deuterium moleules intolusters failitates their ollisions with other lusters.The proesses under onsideration are analogous tothe laser method of neutron generation at the irradia-tion of a beam of deuterium lusters by a femtoseondlaser pulse. When the peak intensity of a laser pulseis 2 � 1020 W/m2, and the wavelength is 800 nm, thepulse duration is 100 fs�1 ps, and the average lusterradius is 5 nm (3 �104 deuterons per luster), we obtainabout 106 neutrons per pulse at the average deuteronenergy 10 keV. Neutrons are formed during 1:5 ns af-ter the end of the laser pulse. The maximum yield isahieved at 0:7 ns after the laser pulse [15℄. The timeof radius doubling for an expanding luster is 20 fs [14℄;hene, fusion reations our in a uniform miroplasmaprodued after the luster explosion. This plasma ex-pands into the surrounding region during a typial timeof the order of 1 ns.We note that the method of transformation of thekineti energy of a luster beam involved here is dif-ferent from the method used for generation of X-raysin a ollision of two luster beams onsisting of heavyatoms [27℄. In the latter method, the kineti energy ofluster beams is onverted into the exitation energyof the eletron omponent of olliding lusters; in the

former, the energy of fast deuterons is lost in elasti ol-lisions with atoms of another luster. In both methods,atoms of one luster olliding with another luster pen-etrate into eah other; the energy exhange ours dueto ollisions of the individual deuterons.6. CONCLUSIONOur analysis shows that the modern soures of highvoltage allow generating neutrons in ollisions of lusterbeams aelerated by an external eletri �eld pulse ofa high voltage. This method is analogous to the lasermethod based on the irradiation of luster beams bysuperintense femtoseond laser pulses. However, thesemethods use di�erent experimental failities and aretherefore alternative eah to other.Aording to the harater of the neutron gener-ation, this method is similar to the aeleration ofdeuterium moleular ions; it uses this aelerationfor the fusion reation. The luster method of neu-tron generation an be analyzed from this standpoint.First, beause the kineti energy is transferred to manydeuterons owing to aeleration of one harge, thereis an additional possibility of optimization dependingon the aelerating voltage. Seond, if the limitingparameters are determined by a harge or by a hargedensity of deuterons, using lusters allows inreasingthe neutron yield. Third, it is easier to reate a high-intensity beam of harged moleular deuterium ionsthan that of harged lusters. All these onsiderationsmake the luster sheme of neutron generation moreattrative than the method of moleular ions.This work was supported in part by the RFBR(grant � 07-02-00080).REFERENCES1. G. Pretzler, A. Saemann, A. Pukhov et al., Phys. Rev.E 58, 1165 (1998).2. T. Ditmire, J. Zweibak, Y. P. Yanovsky et al., Nature398, 489 (1999).3. D. Hilsher, O. Berndt, M. Enke et al., Phys. Rev. E 64,016414 (2001).4. G. Grillon, Ph. Balon, J.-P. Chambaret et al., Phys.Rev. Lett. 89, 065005 (2002).5. S. Karsh, S. Düsterer, and M. Shwoerr, Phys. Rev.Lett. 91, 015001 (2003).640
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